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“This boat was ‘rare!’  This boat is really cool… and fast!” —Hallie, US   

 

“An amazing boat. Very fast. Great downwind and really fast upwind. 

The bow rips through waves.” —Grace, US   

 

“Intense.  It’s a blast to sail. It rips and really lets you play around 

without having to bail it out every time you flip. Getting it righted  

was a breeze.” —Pearson, US   

 

“Really stable. Easy to sail. I like the wheel and the fact that you’re not 

sitting in a pool of water.” —Aaron, UK   

 

“So simple to sail and easy to rig.  It’s not like other boats that you 

have to sit in. It’s really comfortable. You can hike when you want  

or sit in when you want.” —Becky, UK
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Floating Marine Grade  
Aluminum Centerboard

Floating Marine Grade  
Aluminum  Rudder

 
bug

length  ft/m 8.53 2.60

beam  ft/m 4.27 1.30

draft  ft/m 2.95 0.90

sail area  ft ²/m ² 40.90 3.80

hull weight  lb/kg 101.41 46.00

capacity 1-2 people

skill level beginner – advanced

race level club – international

optimal weight*  lb/kg 66/154 30/70

transport cartoppable

bug race

sail area  ft ²/m ² 57.05 5.30

  Bug  
Features

Two Position  
Gooseneck  

makes switch between 
the Standard and  

Race rig a snap

Integrated Water 
Bottle Holder

Oars and Oarlocks
store within the hull

Secure Storage 
Port

Optional Integral 
Carry Handles

when purchased with
wheel option

Optional
Integral Wheel

no need for a trolley!

Two Available Mast 
Options 
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* max weight when used as a tender 352lb/160kg
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With its innovative dual rig system designed for easy and economical sailing, 

the Bug accommodates young sailors from championship racers to beginners. 

Thanks to the Bug’s two position gooseneck, both rigs use the same boom  

and bottom mast section so changing sails takes only a few minutes. With  

the Bug, you get two boats in one, perfect for young sailors transitioning  

from one rig to the other and for families with lots of keen sailors. 

 
rig option 1 

The Standard Bug rig is ideal for training novice sailors and building the  

confidence of young racers. The sail can be reefed by furling it around  

the mast so you can adjust the sail area to fit the sailor and wind velocity.  

The rig offers a choice of four colorful sails made of Dacron so they’re  

durable and forgiving. 

 
rig option 2 

The Bug race rig was designed for more seasoned racing sailors who want a 

competitive boat that will help them keep learning. The sail fits onto a unique 

Powercurve topmast section that is pre-bent to create a wing-shaped sailplan 

for a boat that’s fast and fun to sail. The race rig comes with a radial Mylar 

sail available in two eye-catching designs.

Versatility

284679
222888884679 46797 284679

282888282884679 4679 6767
284679

288888284679 4679 4499 444679 4679 4679 4679 4499 4679 4679 6767

Orange Rush Red Lotus Gold Finger Pink Magic

Goldbug Redbug Greenbug Laserbug

Yellow Zest Green GlowRed Craze Orange Crush

bugbug race
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282888282884679 4679 6767
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288888284679 4679 4499 444679 4679 4679 4679 4499 4679 4679 6767

Orange Rush Red Lotus Gold Finger Pink Magic

Goldbug Redbug Greenbug Laserbug

Blaze Lotus
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